2022 Beautiful Scotland and It's Your Neighbourhood seminar and celebration

Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WndYwxzaKok
Watch our seminar from 8 December 2022 - Part 1: welcome and group highlights from East Haven & The Patch; Year of Stories case studies; Nature-based solutions (Dundee Botanics); Garden for Life; inspiring case studies - working with young people through the Duke of Edinburgh Award, sustainable gardening & community engagement, making space for biodiversity, and gardening on the edge.

Part 2: https://youtu.be/eqUPLE05Cos
Watch our seminar from 8 December 2022 - Part 2: celebration and award ceremony - find out what our It's Your Neighbourhood groups have achieved, we reveal this year's winners of our discretionary awards and the NatureScot It's Your Neighbourhood Pollinator Friendly Award, and find out what our theme for 2023 is.